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O celebrate the success of togetherness, Lumax took 19 of its key

performing partners from across the
country to a six-day trip to Prague and
Munich, from November 13 to 18.
The trip was meant to felicitate the
channel partners, who were accompanied by their spouses.
It was a leisure-cum-interaction trip
with Lumax CEO & SED, Mr. Vineet
Saini, along with Corporate Purchase
Head Mr. Atul Jain joining the af-
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tourist attraction and Europe’s largest
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development plan for the coming year
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and review the performance of the
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of great halls, palaces, state apart-
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be very interactive as everyone shared
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his experience, feedback and areas of
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improvement.

Starting with Old Town Square, the

experienced an overnight cruise and
sightseeing trip.

The company had also organised
a team building activity for its chan-

nel partners to build strong synergy
among them.
A conference followed by a gala

After spending three quality days
in Prague, it was time to explore
Munich. The team was excited to visit
BMW Museum. They also explored the
Mountain View and the glacier of three
rivers and Germany’s highest ski-resort. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed
travelling by cog wheel train to see the
blissful Lake Eibsee.
After six eventful and exciting days,
Team Lumax bid farewell to Eastern
Europe and returned to New Delhi on
November 18.
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